CANALI FALL WINTER 2016

“There is so much of the world that we don’t actually perceive and I wanted to explore this concept for the new
season. As in architecture, every detail, both inside and out, was carefully calculated to craft the perfect balance
between practicality and style.” (Andrea Pompilio)
For FW16, Canali presents a collection that is an exercise in equilibrium, one in which contrasts take
center stage. Luxurious and studied elements come together for a seemingly minimalist look as shapes,
materials and colors are combined in unique and purposeful ways.
Tartan and checks in varying dimensions appear in suits, pants and outerwear. Silhouettes tend to follow
the body’s natural contours while sleeves, pant legs, collars and lapels slim down for a contemporary
take on traditional tailoring. Voluminous coats conceal an unexpectedly lightweight air, thanks to an
extremely soft wool and alpaca blend whose longhaired finish adds a layer of unique texture to a
menswear classic.
Wool features prominently throughout the rest of the collection in the form of heavy gabardines for
suits, jackets, pants, coats and sportswear. An extremely compact and extremely smooth cotton velvet
makes appearances in select coats and aviator jackets. Pony hair is also a noteworthy new addition, in
various colors and mixed with leather to create textural distinctions.
The palette takes on a shadowy and industrial air, dominated by blacks, blues, browns and grays and
illuminated by bursts of vibrant shades like brick, peach, burgundy and mustard yellow. Ultra-slim scarves
are knotted as ties while long leather and wool gloves are a natural continuation of sleeves. Rugged
loafers and work boots with buckles and oversized travel bags and smooth padded backpacks with
tumbled leather straps complete the accessory selection.
Shirt collars are in contrast; suits feature an updated closure with one visible button and two hidden
ones; belts are integrated via oversized loops directly into pants and coats, which are rendered even
more practical by double pockets on each side that blend style and utility.
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The Canali FW16 fashion show displays a runway divided by a series of vertical blades that are placed in
varying states of rotation, creating a progressively changing perspective and infinite points of view that
represent the visible/invisible essence distinctive of this collection.
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Canali has been a paradigm of tailor-made Italian luxury and men’s elegance for more than 80 years.
Since 1934, it has been promoting the values of Made in Italy excellence through its artisanal know-how, creating sartorial masterpieces
of exceptional wearability and comfort in a perfect balance of elements that blends culture and history with style and taste. The Canali
Tailoring Principle uses innovation to achieve aesthetic perfection, continuously renewing its styles with a meticulous attention to detail
and the use of premium fabrics.
For a truly personalized experience, Canali offers the Su Misura service, which combines the expertise of our Made-to-Measure
specialists and the artistry of our master tailors to create distinctive suits, jackets, trousers and shirts from the finest materials, all
handcrafted in Italy.
A family-run company now in its third generation, Canali is a modern-day design and manufacturing group with its own production
centers all located in Italy and more than 1,800 employees worldwide. In addition to its 250 boutiques, a number that continues to grow,
the brand can also be found in over 1,000 retail stores in more than 100 countries across the globe.
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